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ABSTRACT 
A multi-resolution technique, based on translation invariant discrete multi-wavelet transform, for 
matching a stereo pair of images is presented. The technique uses the well known coarse to fine 
strategy, involving the calculation of matching points at the coarsest level and refinement up to 
the finest level, calculating dense 2D disparity maps. The technique addresses the estimation of 
optimal corresponding points and the corresponding disparity maps using local scale 
normalization at each decomposition level to deal with the illuminative variation between the 
pixels of the image pairs. The problem of ambiguity, and occlusion to some extent, is addressed 
by using a geometric topological refinement procedure which works with in the constraints of 
uniqueness and continuity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the field of 3D reconstruction [1,2,3] calibration and triangulation strategies are quite mature in 
both theoretical and applicative perspective but finding correct corresponding points from more 
than one perspective views still suffers due to many problems like occlusion, ambiguity, 
illuminative variations ,radial distortions, etc. In the context image processing, multi-resolution 
analysis has played a significant role and led to solutions and promising results in many 
applications like speech, image and video compression, denoising, etc. [9-18]. In that work multi-
resolution analysis is taken only within the span of wavelet theory. In the context of stereo 
matching using multi-resolution analysis, some work has already been done using scalar wavelets 
[12-15] and quite promising results are achieved especially in creating robust and dense disparity 
maps. However if we move further, the theory of multi-wavelets evolved from wavelet theory and 
enhanced for more than last two decades, though its still in improvement stages, attracted a lot of 
research. Their success stems from the fact that they can simultaneously posses the good 
properties of orthogonality, symmetry, high approximation order and ShOli support which is not 
possible in the scalar case. Ever since their discovery they proved to perform better in many 
applications such as compression, denoising etc. [9,10]. 
In that work multi-wavelet based multiresolution approach is used to solve the problem of stereo 
image matching to some extent. Along with the aforementioned achievements of multi-wavelets 
motivation of using multi-wavelets came from [12], where He-Ping discussed the properties of 
wavelets that are impOliant and necessary to improve the performance of stereo matching. Most 
of these properties are already possessed by multi-wavelet basis. However there is a problem 
involved in the wavelet and multi-wavelet analysis, is the hck translation invariance which can 
have significant negative impact on the results especially in the context of stereo matching. A 
brief introduction of multi- wavelet theory, explanation of the problem and its solution to some 
extent is given in next section. After the multi-wavelet decomposition, coarse to fine strategy is 
used for the matching purpose which involves the matching of stereo pair of images at the 
coarsest level and refinement of matched points up to the finest level and is given in section 3. In 
section 4 a few outcomes of the aforementioned algorithm is given followed by the conclusion 
and references. 
2. IMPOSINIG TRANSLATION INVARIANCE IN WAVELET TRANSFORM 
Multi-resolution can be generated not just in the scalar context i.e., with just one scaling function 
and one wavelet but also in the vector case where there is more than one scaling functions and 
wavelets. The latter case leads to the notion of multi-wavelets. A multi-wavelet basis is 
characterized by r scaling and r wavelet functions. Here r denotes the multiplicity in the vector 
setting with r > 1. Multi-scaling functions satisfy the matrix dilation equation or the refinement 
equation 
F(t)=LC k F(2t-k) (1) 
k 
Similarly for the multi-wavelets the matrix dilation equation is given by 
? (t) = L WkF (2t -k) (2) 
k 
whereF(t)=[t/Jo(t) ¢J(t) ... t/Jr-I(t)Y, ?(t)=[ljIo(t) ljIl (t) .. 1fIr-1 (t)y and Ck and W k are real r by r 
matrices of multi-filter coefficients that iteratively and with rescaling define the scaling and 
wavelet functions respectively i.e., the link between functions and filters is iteration with 
rescaling. As an example basis of famous GHM multi-wavelet is shown in Figure 1. For more 
information, about the generation and applications of multi-wavelets with, desired approximation 
order and orthogonality, the interested readers are referred to [5-8, 19]. 
Figure 1. OHM Multi-scalingfilllctions and wavelets with multiplicity 2, approximation order 2 
The main drawback of the discrete dyadic wavelet or multi-wavelet transform is their shift and 
rotation variability (non invariance) [16,17], which is the common factor involved in the process 
of stereo vision. Translation and rotational variance means there is no direct relation between the 
wavelet coefficients of an image and it's translated and rotated (shifted) versions. Thus using 
multi-resolution analysis without taking these factors into account will end up with catastrophic 
results and will be useless in the context of finding optimal corresponding points. Rotational 
variability can be taken care of by keeping the cameras aligned across the base line and by 
rectifying the image pairs. In order to deal with the translation variation a simplified procedure is 
performed to get Translation Invariant wavelet (nW) coefficients. The problem of translation 
variance arises due to the factor-2 decimation involved in the decomposition process, which lead 
the disposal of every other coefficient. The obvious way of achieving the translation invariance is 
to remove the decimation block in Mallat's dyadic wavelet filter tree [5], and is commonly know 
as algorithme it trollS [5], however as one can see the algorithm requires extra processing and 
memory due to the redundant information involvement. In this work translation invariance is 
achieved in a very simple manner by finding a middle path. Initially transform is performed 
without any down sampling, same as algorithme it trous followed by the averaging of even and 
odd coefficients across both rows and columns taking in account the sign ificance of all 
coefficients instead of just discarding. In that case we can achieve the same number of 
coefficients as Mallat's dyadic wavelet transform but with translation invariance to some extent. 
The simplified diagram of the TI transform can be seen in Figure 2. 
I(x,y) 
Wavelet Transfonn Averagc I ~ I Pre-filter without decimation I---- li,ix,y) 
Figure 2. Achieving Translation InvariclIlcefi'om Mallat's DWT 
In second block, i and j represents the odd and even coefficients across rows and columns, 
respectively with value 0 for starting from the first coefficient and 1 for second in each direction. 
An example of the process is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3: i-level DMWT, left: original image, center: preprocessed multi-stream input, right: i level 
decomposed image 
As the filter coefficients in multi-wavelets are matrices instead of scalars, multiple streams of 
inputs must be fed to the filter bank depending on the multiplicity of the filters. To cope with the 
obligation of multiple input streams, identity prefilter is used which is also know as repeated row 
preprocess in the literature [9, 10]. An example of discrete Multi-wavelet transform (DMWT) 
using famous GHM multi-wavelet [19] is shown in Figure 1 which is applied on the Lena image. 
In Figure 3 (right) LH" HL" HH, represents the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details of the 
Lena image, respectively. 
3. Stereo Matching Algorithm 
In the proposed work, matching process is performed on the pair of rectified images. 
After taking MW transform up to level N, there will be 31'2 MW coefficient matrices for each 
scale. Where l' represents the multiplicity of the multi-filters C" and Wk' In order to decrease the 
calculation space for the correlation process only horizontal (LH,) and vertical q-IL,) detail 
coefficient components and taken into consideration for the matching process. It's tested and 
realized that by not considering the diagonal detail coefficients into the correlation process 
doesn't have significant impact on the results but minimize the search space to two third. 
Furthermore some constraints are applied like continuity, uniqueness, etc. Before proceeding to 
the correlation process the coefficients are scale normalized in order to minimize the variation in 
local coefficients intensities is given as 
(3) 
Here the normalization is performed only on LH, and HL, as only these coefficients will take part 
in the correlation process. The correlation is then performed on the normalized coefficients il 
order to find the initial matches and is as follows 
CSs.k == cor (NWC L s,k - NWC Rs,k,i) 211+1 (4) 
where NWCL.Rs,k,iis a 211+1 window of locally normalized MW coefficients for left and right 
images. Where s represent the scale, k the number of coefficient matrix and i is the index which 
goes from zero to maximum disparity possible. A threshold is then applied to select the most 
consistent matches. The completion of correlation process ends up with a number of 
corresponding pairs of points. As the search space consists of more than one coefficient matrices, 
it's quite obviously to find more than one candidates for a single point in the reference image. To 
deal with that problem known to the researchers by the name ambiguity, a simple geometric 
topological refinement is performed to pick the most suitable or optimal match out of the pool of 
candidate matches. For that purpose the unique matched pairs are ranked as reference pairs. The 
candidate pair in the right search space having the closest geometric topology as the reference 
point in the left search with respect to the reference pairs, as aforementioned. For that purpose 
some geometric features, relative and absolute distances and slopes of lines joining the points 
under consideration with respect to the reference points are calculated. These features are 
invariant through many geometric transformations like affine, metric, Euclidean etc. The 
occurrence of these transformations is very common in the applications of stereo vision and 3D 
modeling. The candidate having closest geometric topology will be counted as optimal match. It 
can be defined as 
P 
_ (e -~ + e -add, + e --;;r: J 
Sill - CSIII 3 ' CSIII == ICSs,dm (5) 
III 
where CSIII is the averaged correlation score for mth candidate if it paired more than once to some 
point, rdd,., add,. are the average s of relative and absolute distance difference where as sd,. is 
slope difference. For each candidate in the right image these geometric topological differences 
can be expressed as 
rdd - ~ dl .. a(P,"P"i)-d,..a(~"PIJ! 'd _ ~IS(P,'P"i)-S(~(,p"')I/ 
k(a,,.) - L.. m, ,s" - L.. m i~1 d,.)p',p,,)+d,.,a(ILp,.i) i~1 s(p',p,,)+s(~(,p,,) (6) 
where k is the number of candidates, m is the number of reference pairs taken into account and r, 
a are for relative and absolute, respectively. The candidate with higher CSIIl will be selected. To 
better visualize, it's depicted in a simple diagram as shown below. 
Ca ldidate points 
feature vector 
Figure 3: Geometric topological refinement 
The matching process at the coarsest level ends up with a number of matching pairs which needs 
to be interpolated to the finer level. The constellation relation between the coefficients at coarser 
and finer levels can be visualized by taking the decimation of factor 2 into consideration. After 
the matches are interpolated to the finer level correlation process is performed again, only for the 
locations having their corresponding pairs at the coarser level. The matches fulfilling the criterion 
will be taken as credible matches for next interpolation whereas rest of the matches are discarded, 
hence refining the matches up to the finest level and leaving most consistent matches at the end of 
the process. After reaching the finest level the disparity gaps are filled using the constraints 
continuity, order and constraints 
4. Results 
The algorithm proposed in that work is applied to a number of different pairs of stereo images 
and reasonably satisfactory results are obtained. Images are taken from the website 
hHl-2~LLc;al.n:!iQQJ~QjJ1J'_:~9ujslereo/ciala.bJml where they are provided especially to check the 
performance of stereo matching algorithms. At the moment no other tests are performed to check 
the performance of the algorithm except the visual comparison of the calculated disparity maps 
with the ground truth disparity maps. Only two cf the calculated disparity maps are shown in 
here, due to the limitations, and are obtained using multi-wavelet basis Mwl12 J3 ~2 [7]. 
Figure 4: left to right: original "Sawtooth" image pair, ground truth disparity, calculated disparity 
Figure 5: leflto right: original "7:S'Ukuba" image pair, groulld truth disparity, calculated disparity 
5. Conclusion and future work 
A multi-resolution image matching technique based on translation invariant multi-wavelet 
transform is presented and quite promising results are obtained, a few of which are shown here. 
Multi-wavelets have performed well and proved to have the potential, as a good tool, for solving 
the problems of finding optimal corresponding points. Illuminative variation is dealt with, locally, 
by scale n0l111alization at resolution decomposition levels whereas geometric topological 
refinement along with the uniqueness and continuity constraints help, to some extent, to deal with 
the problems of ambiguity, occlusion, etc. 
Further to that, work is in progress to create a comparison in between the performance of 
scalar and multi-wavelets in the stereo vision perspective, and to give a reasonable base of 
knowledge for further research in the context of wavelet theory's applications. 
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